Abstract: Effects of gas-phase collisions on active optical sensing and use of picosecond laser spectroscopy for their characterization are reviewed. Additionally, novel time-resolved approaches to reduce collisional sensitivity and to exploit species-dependent collision rates are discussed.
Introduction
Bimolecular collisions between atoms and molecules in gas samples can result in a multitude of outcomes, including chemical reaction, energy transfer, quantum state dephasing, and a change in trajectory. The current discussion is focused on the non-reactive collisions that affect laser-based active sensing. A brief introduction to bimolecular collision will precede a review of recent time-domain picosecond-laser-based techniques that are designed to characterize some of the collisional processes relevant to laser-based sensing, with a particular emphasis on combustion environments near atmospheric pressure.
Inelastic collisions, including electronic (quenching), vibrational (VET), rotational (RET), and translational energy transfer, act to drive quantum state distributions to thermal equilibrium. Quenching, VET, and RET affect laser excitation kinetics directly by competing with laser-induced rates of population transfer. The onset of saturation for laser excitation of molecular species, for example, depends on the rate of ground-state RET, which is caused by inelastic collisions. Similarly, the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectrum changes dramatically from the fluorescence signature of the unperturbed, directly pumped states as excited-state RET equilibrates the population distribution, causing non-laser-coupled states to fluoresce. Inelastic collisions can also affect measured signals by reducing, for example, the fluorescence quantum yield in LIF or by providing a necessary collisionally mediated step for signal generation.
Both inelastic and elastic collisions affect the laser excitation efficiency through coherence dephasing, which directly affects spectral line widths. To quantify diagnostic methods such as LIF, polarization spectroscopy (PS), and degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM), effects of dephasing must be taken into account. A more subtle process affecting laser excitation and population kinetics is the relaxation of laser-induced anisotropy in the angular momentum distribution (alignment and orientation). Both elastic (m J -changing) and inelastic collisions relax laserinduced anisotropy of the laser-coupled states. In a typical LIF experiment, for example, a polarized laser excites the target molecules to an excited level, producing anisotropy in the upper and lower laser-coupled levels. As a result of the excited-state anisotropy, the detected LIF signal is also polarized. The degree of polarized fluorescence observed in LIF depends on the spectroscopic transitions used for excitation and detection, and it evolves as RET and reorienting collisions destroy the angular momentum anisotropy. The aligned or oriented nature of the excited population, however, is rarely considered in practical LIF measurements. Collisional relaxation of the angular momentum moments also impacts non-linear detection strategies such as DFWM and PS. The development of accurate predictive models for these laser techniques requires detailed collisional models that are appropriate for a wide range of collisional conditions. This knowledge can be provided by directly measuring the relaxation of anisotropy in relevant collisional environments.
In the frequency domain, collisions modify spectral line shapes, and high-resolution spectroscopy has been used to measure line shapes under varying collisional conditions to provide significant insight to collision physics. In the current work, we review the use of picosecond laser techniques for characterizing in the time domain quenching and RET in gas-phase systems. Laser pulse durations of tens of picoseconds strike an optimum compromise between the time resolution necessary to resolve collisional time scales in atmospheric-pressure systems and the spectral resolution necessary for rotational-level-specific measurements of small molecules. Examples of time-resolved picosecond laser measurements of collisional kinetics relevant to combustion are presented. Time-resolved LIF is used to characterize species-and temperature-dependent electronic quenching, and pump-probe techniques are used to characterize electronic quenching, RET, and elastic m J -changing collisions. These examples illustrate how
